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Introduction

Throughout this whitepaper we will examine the significance
of the Internet of Things for Manufacturing. We will also walk
you through what is digital transformation, its benefits, industry
4.0 solutions, why IoT, its applications, challenges, benefits, growth
for manufacturing etc. We will also throw light on some of the
interesting IoT success stories to help you realize the IoT advantage
for your manufacturing company.

The Significance of Digital Transformation
in Manufacturing

Digital industrial transformation – as many think this is
not just a buzzword but really got something that can
transform the overall way an industry functions. While
a lot is stressed on improving cost reduction, it is a
must for an industry like Manufacturing to garner
insights from a massive volume of data from every
process to deliver a flawless customer service and
experience.
Digital industrial transformation through Industry 4.0
solutions helps manufacturers to leverage the power
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of advanced digital technologies like IoT, AI, RPA, ML,
Mobile Applications, and Cloud to modernize existing
eco systems by interconnecting processes and
capitalizing on manufacturing data insights.
Digitalization is transforming manufacturing. Why
waiting? It’s high time to go smart.
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What Is Industry 4.0 & What Does It Mean For Manufacturing
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (or Industry 4.0) is the ongoing transformation of traditional
manufacturing and industrial practices combined with the latest smart technology. This
primarily focuses on the use of large-scale machine to machine communication (M2M) and
Internet of Things (IoT) deployments to provide increased automation, improved
communication and self-monitoring, as well as smart machines that can
analyze and diagnose issues without the need for human
intervention. (Source: Wikipedia)

(Source: Aberdeen Group)
Manufacturing companies are under rapid transformation, thanks to Industry 4.0 solutions. While 55-70% of
companies have realized the potential of leveraging advanced technologies to streamline and speed up their
operations.

How Industry 4.0 solutions benefit manufacturing.

Improves operations
Bolsters existing product development techniques
Provides opportunity for innovative product development
Interconnects all machines, humans and processes
Provides real-time data instantly to make faster decisions
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Manufacturing Industry 4.0 – IoT Revolution
International Data Corporation (IDC) in its research paper – Transforming Manufacturing with Internet of Things –
identified the following drivers which will influence why and how manufacturers invest in IoT.

USD
71.7
Billion

USD
156.6
Billion

CAGR

16.9%

The Industry 4.0 market is expected to reach USD 156.6 billion by
2024, growing at a CAGR of 16.9 % from 2019 to 2024.
The market growth is attributed to the growth of technologies such
as 3D printing, industrial robotics, blockchain, IoT, industrial
metrology, AR & VR, artificial intelligence, 5G and digital twin
The adoption of IoT-enabled smart devices across multiple industrial
processes in the manufacturing sector is witnessing an upsurge.
Manufacturers are focusing on increasing their production efficiency,
controlling, and effectively streamlining heterogeneous
manufacturing processes

2019+e

2024-p

(Source: MarketsandMarkets)

The role of IoT in manufacturing
According to Bernard Marr (What Everyone Must Know About Industry 4.0 – Forbes, June 20, 2016), for a factory or
system to be considered Industry 4.0, it must include:
IoT in manufacturing helps your company in the following ways.

Interoperability
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Information
Transparency

Technical
Assistance

Decentralized
decision-making
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The Impact of IoT on Manufacturers

(Source: Automation Insights)

Enhanced service delivery. Field service based on actual product performance data allows manufacturers and the
service channel to improve customer satisfaction and time-to-repair metrics. Remote diagnostics, monitoring and
even fixing of connected products enable more loyal customer relationships, increases value, and allow
manufacturers to uphold product quality standards.
100% Efficiency. As shown in the aviation fuel supply example, ability to deliver a continuous supply of material to
OEMs or big industries, based on production schedules and real time plant inventory status.
Improved Quality. Documenting actual product performance, creating early warning and detection signals, and
enabling closed loop feedback to drive quality improvements in future products.
Improved Speed. Managing inventory positions throughout an increasingly complex logistics network with greater
visibility into actual inventory. Reduced order lead time. Increased fulfillment capabilities, including the use of
smaller, more localized warehouses located closer to customers.
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7 Signs Your Manufacturing Company
Needs IoT Soluation
Manufacturers didn’t really concern about automation until the global pandemic. Now, the industry is reeling under
pressure to meet the increasing global demands, changing customer behaviors.
If your manufacturing company has these signs then assure that you must invest in IoT automation solutions to reduce
cost and accelerate productivity.

Zero visibility to floor productivity
It doesn’t matter what kind of business you’re into. If
you don’t have complete visibility or control over your
process, you’re gone. In manufacturing, floor
productivity involves some complex processes and it is
a must to gain complete control over your production
process. 100% transparency is a must to oversee floor
activities and practice improvement.

Skyrocketing resource costs
A massive challenge 90% of manufacturers confront
every day is skyrocketing resource costs. Scheduling
job cards to operators, managing their performance
and evaluating their efficiency as well as machine
performance is always demanding. Inability to
manage resources wisely or inefficient resources will
impact the overall production rate. Lack of data about
resource planning and efficiency can further add salt
to injury. Increasing resource costs would impact your
business bottom-line hard.

Alarming machine maintenance costs
Managing machines and scheduling maintenance
always incurs one-third of the cost for a manufacturer
and this needs to properly analyzed and improved to
avoid productivity decline. The role of machines plays
a vital role in the production floor and inefficient
machines or machines with faults could delay or
impact your customer experience significantly.
Unplanned downtimes or unnecessarily planned
downtimes could impact your productivity rate.

Troublesome product traceability
Tracking products that are in the work-in-progress
stage is always challenging for manufacturers.
Inaccurate and inefficient recordkeeping of products
can lead only to a dismal productivity rate and
increased cost.
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Lost, missing or misplaced assets
If I have to point out a manufacturing process that
involves a lot of humans yet inefficient with inaccurate
data, it should be managing assets. As manufacturing
involves a massive volume of assets flowing in and out
every day, it is extremely strenuous for the staff to
identify, track assets and manage them efficiently.
Manual systems or semi-automated systems neither
improve asset tracking nor its data accuracy.

Limited or zero control over inventory
Inventory is the heart of every manufacturing
company, and underpinned inventory management
could lead to a hard-hit business bottom-line.
Generally, identifying products in real-time, keeping
up with goods stocking and keeping the records of
purchased and disposed products throughout the
project is highly challenging for manufacturers.
Inaccurate inventory data could lead only to increased
cost.

Data silos
Siloed data, by no means, is great news for any
manufacturing enterprise. Inaccurate and scattered
data only could worsen the process of decision
making and this again impacts the business bottom
line hard. Obsolete data doubles up the challenges of
performance, asset tracking, inventory management,
resource management of any enterprise and could
easily derail your entire customer experience.
If your business has the above signs then streamlining
and optimizing the processes with IoT contributes to
the success of your business. Let’s see how IoT helps in
improving
manufacturing
processes
and
performances in the sections below.
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How IoT Benefits Manufacturers
Globalization and growing customer demands have encouraged manufacturers to try new initiatives to stay head.
By uncovering new alternatives like Internet of Things, manufacturing companies can redefine the way they operate
and serve customers. And, this creates an amazing opportunity for every manufacturer.

Machine
Tracking

Maintenance
Cost

Asset
Management

Asset
Tracking

Employee
Safety

Product
Quality

Measure machine
efficiency,
performance in
real-time.

Predict machine
downtime with
real-time data.

Track assets in
inventory from
anywhere, anytime.

Track assets in-store,
production floor
seamlessly.

Measure data even
from hazardous
work environment.

Utilize real-time
data to ensure
product quality
and on-time delivery.

Applications of IoT in manufacturing
IoT for
Inventory
Management

“[Leading manufacturers] are getting ROI primarily from
applying IoT for connected operations, remote operations,
predictive analytics and preventive maintenance. – Maciej
Kranz, Vice President of Strategic Innovation, Cisco.”

IoT for
Machine
Maintenance

IoT for
Asset
Tracking
IoT for
Shop floor

According to Forrester, In 2021, demand for new
internet-of-things (IoT) applications, technologies and
solutions will be driven by connected healthcare, smart
offices, remote asset monitoring and location services, all
powered by a growing diversity of networking technologies.
The report states that connected machines will disrupt
traditional business.
In 2021, industrial original equipment manufacturers will rush
to keep up with customer demand for more connected
assets and machines.
Shared below are some interesting applications of IoT in the
manufacturing sector.
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IoT for Shop Floor Automation

So, is your shop floor smart enough? Are you able to bridge the gap between the factory and the shop floor?
The shop floor is the place where the actual productivity happens and this plays a major role in the growth of the
company.
With too many challenges to seek solutions for the industry is looking for technology advancements to help
improve shop floor productivity, growth and ensure delivering unparalleled customer experience.

IoT-Enabled Shop floor automation solution

A shop floor is the most critical area of a factory where people work on machines and production as distinct from
administrative work is carried out. (Source: Wikipedia)

Why Shop Floor Automation
Accurate
data
of
activities,
Material
Status, Machine and
Labour
Usage,
resources
and
workflows is ritical to
manufacturing owners
and
supervisors
for
improving overall shop floor operations, and this is
possible only with an Next-Gen real-time
automation solution
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Shop Floor Automation Challenges
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Benefits of Shop Floor Automation

A major challenge that affects the productivity and improvements of the manufacturing operations is the visibility
happenings in the shop floor to the top floor. As the operations are still conventional in most manufacturing
companies, updating the machine, operator data to the existing ERP on a daily basis poses a huge challenge.

Step 1: Shop floor automation (digitization)
Digitizing the machines with an IoT device would help operators record the data in real-time through a mobile app.
Updating the data to ERP using the mobile app is seamless and any operator can perform this job on-the-go.
Also, the top-level executives of manufacturing units will be powered by an interactive business dashboard to monitor
the real-time operations and this necessitates faster decision making.
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Step 2: Job card digitization
Similarly, the supervisors would be able to assign and schedule tasks to operators from anywhere, anytime using the
apps. Also, the digitization enables the supervisors to assign tasks to employees dynamically when the task is not
completed fully or the task-assigned employee is on leave.
With everything digitized monitoring the complete job cards assigned against each and every operator becomes
super easy for any supervisor and saves a lot of his time.

How this works
Implementing IoT in Manufacturing
This is how manufacturers are utilizing IoT for monitoring and evaluating machine efficiency.

Step 1

Identifying Critical
Equipment
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Step 2

Step 3

Implementing IoT
Devices

Evaluating Machine
Performance
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The Impact of IoT in Shop Floor Automation

Data-Driven

Decision Making
With industrial IoT solutions, it is now far easier and
faster to collect and manage large amounts of
manufacturing data not just in a single factory, but
across multiple production sites through the cloud.
And, when combined with analytics, companies will
gain better insights, allowing them to optimize
plant operations, reduce defects and perform
preventative maintenance. Simply put, IoT in
manufacturing has completely transformed the way
shop floor functions.

Optimization

and Reliability

Having automated workflows, synchronization of
assets improved tracking and scheduling, and
optimized energy consumption means that today,
a smart shop floor/factory can increase yield,
uptime, and quality, as well as reduce costs and
waste. The nominal manual intervention increases
reliability. Remote equipment management,
including setting specific limits and parameters,
allows for significant savings in energy and costs.

Business
Intelligence

By integrating shop floor decisions and insights
with the rest of the supply chain, sales & marketing,
and broader enterprise through the IoT ecosystem,
organizations can not only fundamentally change
production
processes,
but
also
enhance
relationships with suppliers and customers.
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IoT for Machine Maintenance
According to an Aberdeen report, the average cost of
unplanned machine downtime is $260,000 per hour. No
wonder such a huge volume of money spent on machine repair
impacting the production and profit of any manufacturing
company.
Knowing what could go wrong in real-time and acting on it before it
even becomes a risk – especially in manufacturing, transport, and
process industries – has a huge impact on the top line as well as the
bottom line. Thanks to Industry 4.0 Solutions – Industrial IoT and Machine
Learning, we are now entering into ‘Predictive Maintenance’ from
Reactive Maintenance and Routine Maintenance.

What is predictive maintenance
In general, the predictive maintenance systems help manufacturing companies with condition-monitoring tools to
track the performance of any equipment/machine in idle, normal and peak performances. The data garnered from
machines operating at different conditions will help manufacturers plan for maintenance in the near future to
prevent sudden failure or downtime.

Common reasons that contribute to machine downtime are

Ambiguous Working Instructions
Improper Manufacturing Equipment Maintenance
Human Error
Lack of Gathering Downtime Feedback
Changeovers
Cleaning
Tool changes
Early shutdowns
Personal breaks
Excessive machine set-up time
Unplanned machine maintenance
On-machine press checks
Machine operator errors
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Here are some of the setbacks manufacturing industries will face due to unplanned downtime.

Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) – Availability, performance and quality
Increasing repair cost
Delayed production
All of the above factors contribute to TCO increase and reduction in value. This is the reason why top
manufacturing heads have started to embrace predictive maintenance systems to improve OEE and reduce
overhead maintenance costs and production delays.

How predictive maintenance works in real-time?
Real-time sensors installed on equipment provide real-time data that you can feed into predictive models to
help determine when something is about to fail or what the remaining useful life is for that equipment. You
can then schedule maintenance based on that data.
With the help of Industrial IoT for predictive maintenance, we get insights into the condition of the equipment
– under a variety of scenarios – and plan interventions. We can take data from a wide range of data sources; and
may even combine weather information with equipment data, and then determine when to send a crew for
Predictive Maintenance.

IoT and Machine Learning for predictive maintenance
Using IoT, we can often end up collecting massive amounts of data. For the human eye to make sense of it
becomes a real challenge. Machine Learning is used, in conjunction with IoT, when traditional data analysis
and mathematical models are not enough to translate data into actionable insights. You can call it
automation of analytics.

Benefits of IoT enabled predictive maintenance
Capture condition-based real-time data collection accurately
Foresee & predict machine downtime early
Higher transparency
Reduced product delays
Improved planned production rate
Lower maintenance costs
Minimize machine failures
Reduced downtime for repairs
Increased machine efficiency
Improved operator safety
Verify machine’s performance post-maintenance
Increased overall profits
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The Role of IoT in Asset Tracking & Management
Is asset tracking important? What you would do
if you don’t have any control over your assets.
You’d end up with an exorbitant spending, right?
What is expected is utilizing each and every asset to
the fullest as this will help you save money.
Discovering the assets at the right time helps
businesses to reduce the total cost of ownership and
improves asset RoI.

How asset tracking works
The below scenario would help you understand why
saving asset cost matters.
Company “X” is into building houses and they invest in
a lot of assets like crowbars, rods, other materials, etc.
Every project will have different project zones. The
procured materials will be shared between all the
project zones, only if the site managers were able to
discover
the
assets/materials
used
and
unused/misplaced.
Unavailability or failing to track the (ghost, stolen,
misplaced) assets during a critical time of the project
could hinder the project progress, resulting in the
increased total cost of ownership and below-par
customer satisfaction.

How to Reduce Your Asset Costs Using IoT
Setting up a system to track the assets from
procurement to disposal is recommended to save time
and money.

Physical Asset Monitoring
A consumer packaged goods company can use the
asset and material tracking to detect and reduce theft
and maintain inventory levels by tagging and tracking
products throughout the supply chain. A process
manufacturing unit can use connected operations
intelligence to achieve cost savings by effecting
changes in their procurement model based on
real-time consumable data.
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A strong sensing and analytics-based Tracking solution
can help you create a more efficient assembly line. By
connecting
location-tracking
sensors
on
the
production line — including beacons on workers, RFID
tags on products, and RSP readers on workstations —
and integrating data-visualization tools, you can
enable your production managers can track key
performance indicators at workstations, see where
defects occur, understand their causes, and
immediately address them. They can identify delays in
the assembly line down to individual operators,
increase
process
compliance,
and
introduce
predictability.

Asset Performance Monitoring
Being asset-intensive, manufacturing companies face
tight budgets, stringent regulations and high pressure
to improve asset performance, even while being
confronted with aging assets and workforce.
Managing an asset with these challenges requires
informed
decision-making
based
on
insight,
knowledge, and forecasting. Data is a powerful tool to
achieve this goal.
Thanks to the IoT mobile app, measurement
techniques that were complex and expensive are now
more
affordable,
accessible,
and
increasingly
important. Even as you enhance your operations and
supply chain – as a connected enterprise – building an
analytics layer on top of it helps you find field data
faster and immediately available for processing. Add to
that the power of having more relevant measurements
and observations of superior quality at your fingertips
leads to informed decision-making.
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Human Asset Monitoring
Track, monitor, and measure can also be applied to
human resources – provided enough care is taken to
protect privacy and compliance with local laws. For
example, sensors embedded in employee uniforms
and helmets, in some of the industries, can detect
hazardous conditions such as toxic gases, or warn of
over-exertion based on the reading of an employee’s
heartbeat. In another example, GPS-enabled devices
or mobile applications help track the precise physical
location of workers in order to deploy them most
efficiently to new work assignments.
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A typical IoT Smart Asset Management solution
comprises
Remote
Asset
Tracking,
Asset
Health/Condition
Monitoring,
Asset
Lifecycle
Management, Asset Workflow Automation, and
Predictive Asset Maintenance. You need an end-to-end
solution, which includes recommendations on what
devices to adopt, building an IoT platform,
implementing analytics, and using digital solutions to
integrate the enterprise.

Key Benefits of IoT Enabled Asset Tracking
Only fewer resources involved
Frees up the time of resources to focus on business growth
Helps to quickly and easily locate assets in real-time,
anytime
Provides real-time reports on the position of each
asset
Increases the accuracy of your asset
management
Helps to track and reduce asset loss and utilize
assets effectively
Reduces TCO as assets don’t have to track
manually
Improves efficiency
Enables to reassign assets between departments
wisely and fully
Ensures accountability and accuracy with asset loss
and management
Immediately informs where your assets are allocated
Ensures regulatory compliance
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IoT Inventory Management
Is your inventory healthy? Remember, healthy inventory is
not just about stocking goods every day but managing them
efficiently. Even top businesses fail to understand the fact that
inventory management solves the basic business need and plays
a major role in the overall supply chain.
Yes, a well-maintained inventory will not only maximize productivity
but also will ensure your business never run out of stocks and create
an overstocking situation. Still, many companies fail to capitalize on the
inventory management solutions and taking advantage of a leading IoT
app development company’s best practices to avoid supply chain impact.

According to Global Market Insights, Inventory Management Software Market size was estimated at over USD 2 billion
in 2017, growing at a CAGR of over 6% from 2018 to 2024.

Challenge #1:

Challenge #2:

Incorrectly located materials

Obsolete material

The prime reason for this challenge is due to the lack of
system in place to track in-store products/equipment.
Most often, finding a specific product for sales from the
inventory eats up lots of time of workforce and it is
extremely hard to find a product among 1000s stocked.
Picking a material incorrectly not only delays the sales
but also impacts customer satisfaction.

This scenario often happens in almost all companies.
Not every product/material will be sold and there would
be few materials that are obsolete for some time and
over a period of time, the materials will be abandoned
by the inventory managers. However, when the need
arises again, most of them fail to recognize and utilize
obsolete materials and go for the new ones. This leads
to an increase in expenses and wastage of the material.

Solution: In-store product finder

Solution: Stock control system

Tagging each and every product with a
laser-etched QR-code or RFID tag or barcode will
help the workforce identify any product of many.
All the staff has to do is have a scanner. An
indication lamp will be on once the scanner
meets the respective product. The staff can easily
find the product and pass it on to the sales team.
This saves a lot of time and improves the sales
cycle, customer satisfaction.

The application helps a lot in finding the dead
inventory or obsolete materials to identify the
stocks and utilize them properly and wisely. With
such a system in place, the app will help the
inventory managers to control the stocks.
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Challenge #3:

Challenge #4:

Overstocks

Defective material

Buying materials without selling the existing can hurt
your business profit significantly. This challenge arises
due to poor stock control and management by
managers. When performed manually, a few materials
will not be accounted for and buying the same
materials again will bring down the profit.

Keeping a tab on the equipment/products all the time is
extremely important for maintaining a healthy
inventory. Especially, finding defective material on a
daily basis is essential for fixing the issues or replacing it
with another. Workforce performs this task manually
every day and this consumes a lot of time.

Solution: Stock auditing system

Solution: Preventive maintenance system

With a stock auditing system in place, the
inventory managers can perform regular stock
audits to identify the used and unused stocks to
improve inventory efficiency. In this way, your
enterprise would be able to save time and money
and drive profit.

Having a preventive maintenance system will
enable the workforce to perform the equipment
checks on the go. It makes the job of the workforce
easier as they can identify the defective material
easily and report to the authorities from
anywhere, any time. By this way, improving the
quality and efficiency of equipment is seamless.
Rather than going with different solutions for each
process, having a comprehensive solution with all
the features will help your business reduce
material wastage and achieve improved efficiency
through complete inventory management.

Benefits of a real-time inventory tracking system using IoT
Captures real-time data
Highly accurate
Enables to track assets precisely based on color, size,
shape, location etc.
Enables accurate and item-wise asset monitoring
Enables contactless asset tracking in real-time
Helps avoid stock-outs and excess inventory
Improves customer experience
Total control over inventory
Organized warehouse for seamless management
Helps identify inventory levels whenever needed
Integration with sales data
Enables remote tracking
Helps optimize the entire inventory process for
maximum efficiency
Improves revenue and branding
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The role of IoT in reducing manufacturing waste
When we talk about product quality, reducing the waste
plays a vital role. Most often, manufacturing waste
contributes to the highest expenses and adapting to best
practices is a must to reduce the waste and improve quality.
Let’s throw light on different kinds of waste in manufacturing.
Defect waste
Over production waste
Inventory waste
Machine waste
Let’s talk about the tips to effective reduce them.

Efficient defect management
IoT devices are used in machines to garner data which is pushed to mobile applications of the staff. The staff
can push the data to their respective mangers or supervisors for adjustments. This saves a lot of time and
money. This also avoids the approval delays as the entire process is visible to everyone.
The accurate data collection and processing could easily help the manufacturers to foresee the defects in the
process and plan for improvements.

Efficient Inventory Management
Label and organize the warehouse properly using data analytics to simplify the inventory woes and cost.
Identifying products within warehouse and dispatching them to customers is often troublesome for
customers and poor process management leads to increased costs and below par customer experience.
With IoT, RFID or QR code technology, labeling and organizing the products in warehouse becomes super
easy and make it easily accessible for staff. By this way, you’d save a lot of time and money.

Smart Predictive Maintenance System
Growing machine repair and labor costs causes headaches to most manufacturers. Inefficient machines and
frequent downtimes could only impact the production quality and delivery. With an IoT and AI based
predictive maintenance system, considerable amount of data can be derived from the machines’
performances and flaws.
The data then can be processed and studied to forecast machine faults and failures. With such system in
place, reducing the machine repair and labor cost can reduced as the entire machine maintenance schedule
is streamlined and monitored perfectly.
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IoT other use cases
IoT for Workplace safety
The IoT is amazingly impacting workplace
safety which is critical for healthy and active
internal business service. Wearables and smart
personal equipment to mobile devices have
enabled safety leaders to leverage mobility and
IoT for ensuring and impacting employee safety
data in real-time. With an IoT-based system, the
safety team can identify unknown or sudden
safety risks and take proactive measures. These
efforts will reduce compliance claims and risk
associated costs.

IoT for Product quality
Product’s quality shortcomings can easily
contribute to any company’s financial
implication and could deeply impact its
branding. As the production quality is difficult
to measure on simple observations, leveraging
the power of IoT devices will help
manufacturers to monitor and track the
process and performance to improve quality of
products. As IoT devices help in amassing
real-time data, it gets easier to understand the
process, make necessary changes to improve
production quality.

IoT for Product traceability
Tracking product movement and where they
are on the move is always challenging. Inability
to find products on the move during
production delays project delivery. With IoT
devices, tracking product in the assembly line is
simple. Real-time tracking of products on the
move helps manufacturers get a clear idea on
the product stage and this saves time and cost,
and ensures faster time to market.
Top manufacturing companies have already
started to implement IoT for acquiring real-time
data to monitor machines, track performance,
and foresee equipment failure. These factors are
contributing to improved productivity, reduced
machine maintenance and repair cost, etc.
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How IIoT investments will lower cost in short term

Performance management using IIoT
The IIoT tools help companies collect real-time
data from machines which can be directly
monitored through visual dashboards. The
increased transparency of Key Performance
data like OEE, part production, quality collected
through the IIoT connectivity will help
companies to manage and improve labour
productivity by 20-40%.

Saving cost through IIoT-enabled
remote assistance
With the real-time data garnered from
machines, companies can allow for remote
assistance to improve yield 10 to 40% by avoiding
in-person visits and in-field service costs.
Companies with large base would be highly
benefitted by this approach. And, this is one of
the potential ways to cut down on cost post
COVID crisis.

The growth of IoT is phenomenal over the
year past few years and the trend is all set to
continue. If you really want your business to
fly, you have to invest in the latest and
advanced technology like IoT to improve your
process,
performance
and
resource
efficiency. Why waiting? Talk to an IoT app
development expert today to improve your
customer experience. Get started before your
competitor does.
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